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You should not immediately run into the wedding salon, as soon as you said the cherished yes!.
First, I study 10 of the main rules of this pleasant shopping so that the search for the Dream Dresses
were carefree and delivered only pleasure. 1. Fitting the dress is not a bachelorette party

We talked it before, and let's say it again. Do not invite all your girlfriends to fitting all your girlfriends
and arrange a bachelorette party in the cabin. Choosing a wedding dress is a very important
process, so maybe you should not make a party from it? Mom and the best girlfriend will greatly
cope with the role of advisers and assistants, the excess company will only interfere. 2. Do not
forget about additional spending

Remember that by planning the budget to create an image of the bride, you turn on it not only a
dress, but also a veil or accessories, shoes and additional details. If the budget is limited, choose a
dress, based on these spending. 3. In the cabin may not be your dress

If you found a dress on the salon site, it unfortunately does not mean that it is precisely waiting for
you. The dress can be under the order, so we recommend starting searching in advance so that in
this case you manage to wait for delivery, make sure your choice and purchase it. Or just try to try
on other images.

  7 main trends in the image of a modern bride 4. What is hidden

A hike in the wedding salon begins with training. You should be in comfortable and suitable
underwear. Not every bra is suitable for a specific cutout on the dress, so if you still do not know
what kind of style you choose, or take some options with you just in case for different dresses, or
consider this factor at fitting. 5. Do not get upset

Suppose the dress you wanted, or missing in your size, or did not fit you. This is not a reason for
disorder. Wedding dresses, designers and salons so much that you and for the year you do not
have time to try all images. And what is suitable for you, just somewhere. Do not lose enthusiasm at
the first failure!

  40 Errors of each bride 6. Most importantly, the dress is only under your size
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Forget about I will lose weight, I will buy shoes on a heel in 25 centimeters, I wins, etc. Choosing a
dress, see how it sits on you now, and not with possible changes in your height or weight. If you
want to lose weight, first do it, and then choose a dress. First, you do not know how your figure will
change after that, and it is impossible to predict it, and secondly, will it suddenly fail? Therefore,
choose a dress only on the basis of your current state. And it is fine! You definitely find something
that will emphasize your beauty! 7. Sign up for fitting

No wonder in most salons to fit the record. You can find out in advance whether there is your dress,
you will feel comfortable when the manager will work with you, and you will not come to the salon
just like that. 8. Take pictures

You do not always understand you immediately: here it is, Dream Dress! Sometimes you need time.
Therefore, take pictures in each new image and do not hurry with the solution. Look at how the
dress looks at you from the side, advise with my mother or girlfriend, accustomed.

If you are not sure about your choice, take a picture of the dress, and wait 1-2 days. After time, on a
fresh head again, look at the image or go to fitting. And the decision will come by Saamo! 9. Looking
for a dress in advance

In search of pre-two pluses: first you can not hurry with the choice, but to look calm and weighed,
and secondly, buying a dress is not in the season, you can do it cheaper. Learn about special offers
of salons and discounts and do not postpone the purchase for the last month. 10. You must like
100% yourself. Yourself, and not to someone else

Bridegroom you like in any image. But it is necessary that you liked the reflection in the mirror when
you wear a dress. In the choice of dresses, do not go to the compromises: here it's a fit, I will
remove the stomach, I'm getting the extra rhinestones. It should immediately arrange you, and you
should feel handsome in it! And, of course, do not forget about the convenience, you will spend in
this dress all day, so nowhere should not press, crush, prick, etc.
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